PILOT PROJECT

DECENTRALIZED SOLID
WASTE MANAGEMENT
IN ZANZIBAR, TANZANIA
A JOINT INITIATIVE OF CENTER FOR SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENT (CSE)
AND ZANZIBAR ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY (ZEMA)

Launch of decentralised pilot
project in Shaurimoyo

O

n 27 January 2017, a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) was signed between
Centre for Science and Environment (CSE)
and Zanzibar Environmental Management
Authority (ZEMA) for facilitating better
solid waste management practices and policy
in the autonomous island. As part of the
MoU, a decentralised pilot project on waste
management was launched on 6 September
2017 in Shaurimoyo, Zanzibar (3 kms away
from Stonetown), a low-income area in
Zanzibar. This initiative is helping transform
Zanzibar into a zero landfill island by adopting a segregation incentive model which is
frugal and wealth generating.

STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED
CSE is working together with zema,
Department of Environment (DoE) and local
municipal councils of Zanzibar to push for
decentralised waste management systems
by implementation of pilot and adoption of
policy at national and local level.

Under the pilot initiative, 200 households out of 626
in Shaurimoyo were mapped by an informal society,
the Shaurimoyo Waste Management Society (swms),
with the help of CSE and Zanzibar Urban
Municipal Council (zumc) in July 2017. The
households segregate waste into wet, dry
and domestic hazardous waste and place it in a bin and
blue and red bags respectively. The flowchart shows
the detailed methodology that has been adopted for the
pilot in Shaurimoyo.
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Under the pilot initiative, eight workers chosen by zumc
from the swms members are responsible for door-todoor propagation amongst households, educating them
on the importance of segregation. zumc pays a monthly
salary of 80,000 Tanzanian Shilling (Tsh) (about US
$35) to each society worker who is supporting this pilot.
With an initial infrastructural support
from CSE, three aerobic composting pits
were constructed in Santana playground
(earlier a dumpsite), Shaurimoyo on
September 2017, each with a capacity of
80-100 kg. Also, one bin and two bags
were distributed to these households during the launch
of the pilot. Two hundred houses in the area have
received bins and bags for segregation of waste and
these are marked with a sticker to keep a track on the
progress of segregation. The households also received
pamphlets explaining the progress of segregation.
Further, zema is planning to set up 3 more pits in the
adjacent area. The pilot is being replicated in Mpendae
area in Zanzibar where wet waste from 150 HHs will
be treated via composting.

AWARENESS AND
PROPAGATION FOR
WASTE SEGREGATION

Mapping of households in
Shauimoyo area

Composting pit
in Shaurimoyo
area Figure

Composting pit
in Mpendae area
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One tipper and wheelbarrows provided by zumc are
used for collection of waste. The collection is generally over by 12pm and the workers then transfer the
waste to the tipper which has two drums placed on it
for taking the wet and dry waste. The tipper takes the
segregated waste to the model composting site around 2
kilometers away. Currently, the segregation percentage
is over 85-90 per cent.
About 45 -60 kg of wet waste is collected
daily and sent to the model composting
facility near the households. Dry waste
is further segregated into pet glass, paper
and is stored in bags and given to a
waste dealer. About 120 kg of dry waste
is collected per month. The domestic hazardous waste
is handed over to the municipality and goes to Kibele
landfill. In order to incentivise households to segregate
at source, the municipality has exempted user fees from
the 200 households where the pilot is operational.

WASTE COLLECTION,
TRANSPORTATION
AND PROCESSING

Collection of segregated
waste by Shaurimoyo
waste society collectors
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MAJOR OUTCOMES

1

LIVELIHOOD AND EMPOWERMENT TO LOCAL COMMUNITY
(ESPECIALLY WOMEN): The pilot project has not only
brought employment opportunity to the informal
society but has also empowered the women workers
who are majorly involved in propagation, collection
and processing. The informal society is incentivized
for their work by selling compost as well as from
the sale of dry waste.

Manually grinding
compost and the
final compost
product
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2

INCENTIVES: The first batch of compost was pro-

Vegetables
plantation

Compost packet
for sale
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duced in December 2017 and till date about 500 kgs
of compost has been sold @1000 Tsh/kg. To earn
additional revenue, the society workers with the help
of zumc have also started growing vegetables at the
pilot site and have earned approximately 200,000
Tsh (US $ 88) from sale of vegetables. Also, PET
bottles and glass are sold to waste dealers @ 150
Tsh /kg (US $ 0.066) and 200 Tsh /kg (US $ 0.088)
respectively. (See Figure 7 (A). Vegetables plantation
and 7(B) Compost packet for sale).

3

REJUVENATION OF DUMPSITE: The pilot site
was earlier a dumpsite and residents often
complained of stench and littering. The pilot
project has converted the dumpsite into a
processing facility and a learning centre where
people come and learn about the model and
also buy compost.

Site visit by different
municipal councils
officials in Zanzibar
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REPLICATION OF PILOT IN DIFFERENT
AREAS OF ZANZIBAR: In April, 2018,
construction of composting pits was
done in Mpendae area in Zanzibar.
The 2 pits constructed by zumc shall
cater to 150 households.

FUTURE PLANS
CSE shall work with ZEMA
and DoE to ensure adoption of
policy on waste management
and shall work with local municipal council on preparation of
municipal byelaws to ensure
segregation, recycle and reuse is
adopted across the island.

Councilor of Shaurimoyo
addressing the press
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